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By Rich Wilson, Skipper  
Great American IV

A midpoint invites you to look both 
forward and backward in a project. 

Looking backward, are we attaining 
our goals that we stated at the start? 
For this project, it was to sail well, 

to tell the story of the sea to those on land, to deliver 
all of our promised sitesALIVE content, and to finish the 
Vendee Globe. 

Did we achieve these? Slowly we are sailing better to 
the capacity of the boat and the skipper is learning that 
his capacity may be bigger than he thought. We have 
created some problems of our own to solve (batten 
car) and we have solved some problems not of our own 
making (hydrogenerator pump). We have told a detailed 
story, but perhaps it has been too much on the sailing 
side and not enough on the life and humanity side of the 
Vendee Globe. We have delivered our promised content, 

but also with the aforementioned imbalance in focus 
perhaps. We have not yet finished the Vendee Globe.

So for the second half, we shall try to attain a higher 
percentage of the boat’s capacity, while acknowledging 
that our natural conservatism has served us well so far. 
We shall work on telling more of the human side of the 
story rather than just the boat numbers. We also know 
that chance or luck has a big role to play (Vincent, Kito, 
Thomas hitting objects in the water) and we hope that 
King Neptune will continue to smile on us, and the rest 
of the fleet, and let us all pass. 

Almost nothing makes me happier out here than that 
you teachers and students have chosen to participate 
with us in sitesALIVE! When I get tired, or discouraged, 
or afraid out here, I have come to say to myself – you’re 
out here for the students, teach them what you can, 
tell them the stories, help them to learn – and I am 
reinvigorated. You truly are helping to bring me home. 
Thank you.

When preparing Rich for his Vendée 
Globe voyage, we worked on three 
aspects of his training. One was 
getting him physically prepared, 
another was mental toughness and 
the third was training him emotion-

ally so that he would be able to better deal with extenu-
ating physical or mentally exhaustive days and nights on 
the boat. Each workout had a beginning, middle and a 
final stretch very much like what he is doing while racing, 
although on a much smaller scale.  We would begin each 
workout with a warmup period. He would do a five min-
ute dynamic warmup increasing blood flow the muscles 
in his body that we were going to be working. We would 
then concentrate on core strengthening. At the Midpoint 
of the workout we would be focusing on training his 
muscles to have as much strength, endurance and agil-
ity as possible. The Midpoint of each session was the 
toughest section of the workout because it had the most 
intensity. We were exhausting him physically which also 
simultaneously exhausted him mentally and emotionally. 
During this section of each workout I would remind Rich 
to stay focused, to take it one exercise at at time, one 
rep at a time. I knew if he could get through this section 
of the workout the rest of the workout would be smooth 
sailing!  

The middle section of any competition is always hum-
bling. It is the time when your mind wants to drift, your 
body wants to quit and you may question why you are 

doing it. Rich is probably having some of these thoughts 
right about now but I am confident that because of his 
preparation, both physically and mentally, he will not 
question whether or not he can finish but will instead 
look ahead with excitement to completing his race. 
He may have a few moments of doubt for that is part 
of being human but I know that positive thoughts will 
mainly be filling his mind. I believe that once he passes 

through that Midpoint 
of the race he will have 
a sudden surge of con-
fidence that he is well 
on his way to a very 
successful voyage.

Search the newspaper for examples of individuals 
or organizations at a turning point. This could be a 
sports team, a business that has just issued a quar-
terly report, or a politician who is just beginning his 
or her term in government. Imagine yourself from 
the individual or organization’s perspective in the 
same situation. What kinds of things would the peo-
ple who are at the turning point have to think about 
from their earlier experience? What goals might they 
set or change? What kinds of things might they plan 
ahead for based on that experience? How might they 
evaluate their success?
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Search the newspaper for examples of individu-
als or organizations at a turning point. This could 
be a sports team, a business that has just issued 
a quarterly report, or a politician who is just be-
ginning his or her term in government. Imagine 
yourself from the individual or organization’s 
perspective in the same situation. What kinds of 
things would the people who are at the turning 
point have to think about from their earlier ex-
perience? What goals might they set or change? 
What kinds of things might they plan ahead for 
based on that experience? How might they evalu-
ate their success?
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A midpoint invites you to look 
both forward and backward in 
a project. 

Looking backward, are we at-
taining our goals that we stated 

at the start? For this project, it was to sail well, to 
tell the story of the sea to those on land, to deliver 
all of our promised sitesALIVE content, and to fin-
ish the Vendee Globe. 

Did we achieve these? Slowly we are sailing bet-
ter to the capacity of the boat and the skipper is 
learning that his capacity may be bigger than he 
thought. We have created some problems of our 
own to solve (batten car) and we have solved some 
problems not of our own making (hydrogenerator 
pump). We have told a detailed story, but perhaps 
it has been too much on the sailing side and 
not enough on the life and humanity side of the 
Vendee Globe. We have delivered our promised 

content, but also with the aforementioned imbal-
ance in focus perhaps. We have not yet finished 
the Vendee Globe.

So for the second half, we shall try to attain a 
higher percentage of the boat’s capacity, while 
acknowledging that our natural conservatism has 
served us well so far. We shall work on telling more 
of the human side of the story rather than just 
the boat numbers. We also know that chance or 
luck has a big role to play (Vincent, Kito, Thomas 
hitting objects in the water) and we hope that King 
Neptune will continue to smile on us, and the rest 
of the fleet, and let us all pass. 

Almost nothing makes me happier out here than 
that you teachers and students have chosen to par-
ticipate with us in sitesALIVE! When I get tired, or 
discouraged, or afraid out here, I have come to say 
to myself – you’re out here for the students, teach 
them what you can, tell them the stories, help 
them to learn – and I am reinvigorated. You truly 
are helping to bring me home. Thank you.

By Rich Wilson, Skipper  
Great American IV

When preparing Rich for his 
Vendée Globe voyage, we 
worked on three aspects of his 
training. One was getting him 
physically prepared, another 

was mental toughness and the third was training 
him emotionally so that he would be able to better 
deal with extenuating physical or mentally exhaus-
tive days and nights on the boat. Each workout 
had a beginning, middle and a final stretch very 
much like what he is doing while racing, although 
on a much smaller scale.  We would begin each 
workout with a warmup period. He would do a five 
minute dynamic warmup increasing blood flow the 
muscles in his body that we were going to be work-
ing. We would then concentrate on core strength-
ening. At the Midpoint of the workout we would 
be focusing on training his muscles to have as 
much strength, endurance and agility as possible. 
The Midpoint of each session was the toughest 
section of the workout because it had the most 
intensity. We were exhausting him physically which 
also simultaneously exhausted him mentally and 
emotionally. During this section of each workout I 
would remind Rich to stay focused, to take it one 
exercise at at time, one rep at a time. I knew if he 
could get through this section of the workout the 
rest of the workout would be smooth sailing!  

The middle section of any competition is always 
humbling. It is the time when your mind wants 

to drift, your body wants to quit and you may 
question why you are doing it. Rich is probably 
having some of these thoughts right about now 
but I am confident that because of his preparation, 
both physically and mentally, he will not question 
whether or not he can finish but will instead look 
ahead with excitement to completing his race. He 
may have a few moments of doubt for that is part 
of being human but I know that positive thoughts 
will mainly be filling his mind. I believe that once 
he passes through that Midpoint of the race he will 

have a sudden surge 
of confidence that he 
is well on his way to a 
very successful voyage.
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Search the newspaper for examples of individu-
als or organizations at a turning point. This 
could be a sports team, a business that has just 
issued a quarterly report, or a politician who is 
just beginning his or her term in government. 
Imagine yourself from the individual or orga-
nization’s perspective in the same situation. 
What kinds of things would the people who are 
at the turning point have to think about from 
their earlier experience? What goals might they 
set or change? What kinds of things might they 
plan ahead for based on that experience? How 
might they evaluate their success?

A midpoint invites you to look 
both forward and backward in 
a project. 

Looking backward, are we 
attaining our goals that we 

stated at the start? For this project, it was to sail 
well, to tell the story of the sea to those on land, 
to deliver all of our promised sitesALIVE content, 
and to finish the Vendee Globe. 

Did we achieve these? Slowly we are sailing bet-
ter to the capacity of the boat and the skipper 
is learning that his capacity may be bigger than 
he thought. We have created some problems of 
our own to solve (batten car) and we have solved 
some problems not of our own making (hydro-
generator pump). We have told a detailed story, 
but perhaps it has been too much on the sailing 
side and not enough on the life and humanity 
side of the Vendee Globe. We have delivered our 
promised content, but also with the aforemen-

tioned imbalance in focus perhaps. We have not 
yet finished the Vendee Globe.

So for the second half, we shall try to attain a 
higher percentage of the boat’s capacity, while 
acknowledging that our natural conservatism 
has served us well so far. We shall work on tell-
ing more of the human side of the story rather 
than just the boat numbers. We also know that 
chance or luck has a big role to play (Vincent, 
Kito, Thomas hitting objects in the water) and we 
hope that King Neptune will continue to smile on 
us, and the rest of the fleet, and let us all pass. 

Almost nothing makes me happier out here than 
that you teachers and students have chosen to 
participate with us in sitesALIVE! When I get 
tired, or discouraged, or afraid out here, I have 
come to say to myself – you’re out here for the 
students, teach them what you can, tell them the 
stories, help them to learn – and I am reinvigo-
rated. You truly are helping to bring me home. 
Thank you.

By Rich Wilson, Skipper  
Great American IV

When preparing Rich for his 
Vendée Globe voyage, we 
worked on three aspects of his 
training. One was getting him 

physically prepared, another was mental tough-
ness and the third was training him emotionally 
so that he would be able to better deal with 
extenuating physical or mentally exhaustive 
days and nights on the boat. Each workout had a 
beginning, middle and a final stretch very much 
like what he is doing while racing, although on a 
much smaller scale.  We would begin each work-
out with a warmup period. He would do a five 
minute dynamic warmup increasing blood flow 
the muscles in his body that we were going to 
be working. We would then concentrate on core 
strengthening. At the Midpoint of the workout 
we would be focusing on training his muscles to 
have as much strength, endurance and agility 
as possible. The Midpoint of each session was 
the toughest section of the workout because it 
had the most intensity. We were exhausting him 
physically which also simultaneously exhausted 
him mentally and emotionally. During this sec-
tion of each workout I would remind Rich to stay 
focused, to take it one exercise at at time, one 
rep at a time. I knew if he could get through this 
section of the workout the rest of the workout 
would be smooth sailing!  

The middle section of any competition is always 
humbling. It is the time when your mind wants 

to drift, your body wants to quit and you may 
question why you are doing it. Rich is probably 
having some of these thoughts right about now 
but I am confident that because of his prepara-
tion, both physically and mentally, he will not 
question whether or not he can finish but will in-
stead look ahead with excitement to completing 
his race. He may have a few moments of doubt 
for that is part of being human but I know that 
positive thoughts will mainly be filling his mind. I 
believe that once he passes through that Mid-
point of the race he will have a sudden surge of 

confidence that he 
is well on his way 
to a very successful 
voyage.
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Search the newspaper for examples of indi-
viduals or organizations at a turning point. This 
could be a sports team, a business that has just 
issued a quarterly report, or a politician who is 
just beginning his or her term in government. 
Imagine yourself from the individual or orga-
nization’s perspective in the same situation. 
What kinds of things would the people who are 
at the turning point have to think about from 
their earlier experience? What goals might 
they set or change? What kinds of things might 
they plan ahead for based on that experience? 
How might they evaluate their success?

A midpoint invites you to look 
both forward and backward in 
a project. 

Looking backward, are we at-
taining our goals that we stated 
at the start? For this project, it 

was to sail well, to tell the story of the sea to those 
on land, to deliver all of our promised sitesALIVE 
content, and to finish the Vendee Globe. 

Did we achieve these? Slowly we are sailing bet-
ter to the capacity of the boat and the skipper is 
learning that his capacity may be bigger than he 
thought. We have created some problems of our 
own to solve (batten car) and we have solved some 
problems not of our own making (hydrogenerator 
pump). We have told a detailed story, but perhaps 
it has been too much on the sailing side and 
not enough on the life and humanity side of the 
Vendee Globe. We have delivered our promised 

content, but also with the aforementioned imbal-
ance in focus perhaps. We have not yet finished 
the Vendee Globe.

So for the second half, we shall try to attain a 
higher percentage of the boat’s capacity, while 
acknowledging that our natural conservatism has 
served us well so far. We shall work on telling more 
of the human side of the story rather than just 
the boat numbers. We also know that chance or 
luck has a big role to play (Vincent, Kito, Thomas 
hitting objects in the water) and we hope that King 
Neptune will continue to smile on us, and the rest 
of the fleet, and let us all pass. 

Almost nothing makes me happier out here than 
that you teachers and students have chosen to 
participate with us in sitesALIVE! When I get tired, 
or discouraged, or afraid out here, I have come to 
say to myself – you’re out here for the students, 
teach them what you can, tell them the stories, 
help them to learn – and I am reinvigorated. You 
truly are helping to bring me home. Thank you.

By Rich Wilson, Skipper  
Great American IV

When preparing Rich for his 
Vendée Globe voyage, we 
worked on three aspects of his 
training. One was getting him 
physically prepared, another 
was mental toughness and 

the third was training him emotionally so that 
he would be able to better deal with extenuating 
physical or mentally exhaustive days and nights on 
the boat. Each workout had a beginning, middle 
and a final stretch very much like what he is doing 
while racing, although on a much smaller scale.  
We would begin each workout with a warmup pe-
riod. He would do a five minute dynamic warmup 
increasing blood flow the muscles in his body that 
we were going to be working. We would then con-
centrate on core strengthening. At the Midpoint of 
the workout we would be focusing on training his 
muscles to have as much strength, endurance and 
agility as possible. The Midpoint of each session 
was the toughest section of the workout because 
it had the most intensity. We were exhausting him 
physically which also simultaneously exhausted 
him mentally and emotionally. During this sec-
tion of each workout I would remind Rich to stay 
focused, to take it one exercise at at time, one rep 
at a time. I knew if he could get through this sec-
tion of the workout the rest of the workout would 
be smooth sailing!  

The middle section of any competition is always 
humbling. It is the time when your mind wants 

to drift, your body wants to quit and you may 
question why you are doing it. Rich is probably 
having some of these thoughts right about now 
but I am confident that because of his preparation, 
both physically and mentally, he will not question 
whether or not he can finish but will instead look 
ahead with excitement to completing his race. He 
may have a few moments of doubt for that is part 
of being human but I know that positive thoughts 
will mainly be filling his mind. I believe that once 
he passes through that Midpoint of the race he 

will have a sudden 
surge of confidence 
that he is well on his 
way to a very suc-
cessful voyage.
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